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Control your entire 
SIM estate at once

with aggregated data pools

Make changes on the fly
 with our portal. View your usage, 
set up usage alerts and data caps, 

and more

Outage-proof intelligent connectivty

With intelligent mobile connectivity, 
you can:

We’re helping resellers, MSPs, ISPs, and solution providers help their 
customers overcome real business challenges and reach tangible 

outcomes. All through intelligent mobile connectivity, value-added 
services, and years of connectivity know-how.
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Stop worrying about outages, 
bandwidth, or coverage 

with unsteered Multi-network SIMs

Use any SIM-enabled device 
for your solution, 

including tablets and Mi-Fis

Add static IPs 
so you can connect hosted 

products

Meet compliance regulations 
using our mobile content filter  

to protect users

Enjoy connectivity tailored 
to fit your business. Any amount 
of SIMs and data, from MBs to TBs

Forget all about overages. 
Our adaptive tariffs fit your usage, 
so you’re protected from bill shock

Send your devices anywhere 
in the world with seamless 

roaming between 185 countries 
and 960 networks
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Making it easy for you to:

Provide solutions  
to support the PSTN  
switch-off and  
2G / 3G sunset

Offer intelligent mobile 
connectivity as an 
ISP, over your own 
network, via L2TP

Connect IoT 
solutions with 
intelligent 
mobile data

Offer your customers 
unlimited 5G data right 
now and secure your place 
in a growing market

Skip the wait  
for broadband  
with Pre-Ethernet 
and Instanet

Outage-proof intelligent connectivty

What makes our partner 
programme the best?

We only work with 
partners.
No competing with you for 
customers.

We live and breathe intelligent 
mobile connectivity.
No muddying the waters with 
other products, and no competing 
with you on fixed-line deals.

And our mobile connectivity 
is the best on the market.
We build it right, so you 
won’t have to lose hours 
troubleshooting each week.

You can lean on us for 
coaching and guidance.
You’ll have full access to our 
team of seasoned connectivity 
experts, anytime.

Give critical services  
the 100% uptime  
they deserve with  
on-demand backup



Your solution’s in 
good hands with us.
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It was a natural choice for us to team up 
with the frontrunners in the IoT and mobile 
connectivity market.

Julien Parven, Director

Tim Haffenden, Technical Director

They’ve tangibly improved our service,  
and coverage isn’t a hassle at all anymore. 
Now we can focus on our products rather 
than worry about the setup.

Outage-proof intelligent connectivty
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Our intelligent 
mobile connectivity powers:



Click here if you’re an MSP

Click here if you’re an IoT Solution Provider

Click here if you’re a Telecoms Reseller

Click here if you’re an ISP

Want to know more about our 
Partner Programme?

Win more high-margin 
connectivity deals 

Win more bids and secure the most 
valuable tenders on the market

Turn mobile from a risk 
into a revenue stream  

Get robust connectivity 
for your IoT solution 

We provide intelligent mobile connectivity  
for technology providers with customers  
and things to connect.

Plus the coaching to find lucrative deals,  
and the support to win them.

To top it off: we’re IoT and channel only.  
Your connectivity is our sole focus.

contact@pangea-group.net

0800 470 4070

pangea-group.net

Got a question? 

Join our mailing list
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